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- SEGTION _ A
,F'-

Very short answer type questions. Answer all 10 questions..l mark each.

1. What is the frequency of ripple voltage in a full wave rectifier ?

2. Why stabilization of operating point of a transistor is essential ?

3. Name any two factors that affect h-parameter of a transistor.

4. write down the retation between the current gains CI, and B.

5. What are the different reasons for the distorted output waveform of an amplifier ?

6. Draw the block diagram that shows the current series feedback.

v 8. Draw the circuit diagram of AM diode detector.
F !' 9. Drawthe circuit symbol of n-channeldepletion enhancement MOSFET.

10. Draw the sketch to show the construction of TRIAC (10x1=10 marks)

SECTION - B

Short answer type questions. Answer any 8 questions. Eaeh question carries 2 marks.

11. Why the conductivity of a semiconductor increases with temperature ?

12. Distinguish between zener and avatanche break down.

13. write a short note on the working of an npn transistor.
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14. Draw the circuit diagram of an npn CC transistor configuration and check the
status of emitter base and base collector junctions.

15. Explain the biasing conditions of a transistor in cutoff and saturation region.

16. Why elass C amplifiers have high power efficiency ?

17. Obtain an expression forthe improvement of frequency response of an amplifier
with negative feed back.

18. Total power of AM wave varies with modulation index. Explain.

19. Sketch a typical drain characteristic of VGS = 0 of an n-channel JFET. Also
identify different regions and important curri-nt and voltage levels. -v

20. Write a short note on the construction and operation of an LED.

21. Draw and explain the block diagram of an opamp showing the four major stages.

22. Explain the virtuat ground concept of an opamp. (8x2=16 marks)

:^
SECTION _ C

Answer any 6 questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

23. ln a transistor circuit, the measured current values are l= = 2mA and lr = 20 p A.
Calculate the values of cr and la.

24. Calculate the collector potential in the vottage divider biasing circuit of a common -
emittertransistor. Given that R,,VrrR6, R6, le,Vcc are 1Oko, 1Okft, lkft , u
5kQ , 2mA and 20V respectively.

25. Aclass A amplifier operators from Vcc = 20V, draws a no-signai current of 5A and

feeds'a load of 40ft through a set-up transformer of turns ratio Ny'Nr = 3.16.
Calculate the dc power input and also check whether the amplifier is properly
matched for maximum poWer transfer.

26. When negative feedback is applied to an amplifier, the output voltage falls from
50V to 25V. Constant signalvoltage is 1V. Calculate the feedback fraction.

27. Find the modulation index of an FM carrier having a carrier swing of 140kHz and
a modulating signalof 10kHz.
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28. A JFET has a drain current of SmA. lf IDSS = 1OmA and Vo*,*ff) 
= 

- GV , find the
value of i) Vo, and ii) Vr.

29. With reference to a summing amplifier using op amp the feedback resistance
Rt = 10kQ, ihree input resistances are Rr = 2ko, R2 = 4ke), R3 = oko and
three input voltage are V.' = "lV, V2 = - 2V, V3 = - 3V. Find,the output vottage.
Find the output voltage.

30. What value of series resistance is required when a 10W, 10V zener diode is
connected in series to obtain a 10V regulated output f rom a 14V dc source ?

31. A full wave rectifier uses two diodes, the internal resistance of each diode is
20O . The secondary voltage of transformer is 50-0-50 Vrrr'. Load resistance is
980O. Find the dc and rms value of load current. (6x4=24 marks)

SECTION _ D

Long essay type. Answer any 2questions. Each question carries 15 marks. :. "

32. Explain the working of full wave centre tap rectifier with the help of a neat diagram.,
Derive the expression for the efficiency and r.ipple factor. Also describe,any
technique for reducing ripple factor. ,.1 : -

33. Explain load line of a transistor circuit. Draw the DC load line over output'
characteristics of transistor and explain the need of proper selection of operating 

'

point of the circuit.

34. With the help of a block diagram explain the working of a super heterodyne
receiver.

35, State the characteristic of an idealopamp. Explain the working of a non inverting
amplifier. Derive its expression for voltage gain. (15x2=30 marks)
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